
University Graduate Committee 

Wednesday, October 17, 2018 
3:00-5:00pm 

Du Bois Center, Aspen Room 

 

Members Present: Vedran Dronjic (Applied Linguistics); Karina Collentine (Global Languages & Culture); 
Paul Dutton (History); Emily Hoppe (Music); Grace Okoli (Educational Leadership); Lena Gaddis 
(Educational Psychology); Karen Applequist (Educational Specialties); Gretchen McAllister (Teaching & 
Learning); David Trilling (Astronomy & Planetary Science); Amir Arzani (BioEngineering); Kitty Gehring 
(Biological Sciences); Stephanie Hurst (Chemistry & Biochemistry); Kristen Waring (Forestry); Bahattin 
Yildiz Mathematics & Statistics); Buck Sanford (School of Earth & Sustainability); Heidi Feigenbaum 
(Engineering – Mechanical); Brendan Russo (Engineering – Civil); Anna Sosa (Communication Science & 
Disorders); Petra Williams (Physical Therapy); Dawn Clifford (Public Health); Jordan Linder (Business); 
Frederick Lampe (Anthropology); Jon Torn (Communication); Lynn Jones (Criminology & Criminal 
Justice); Robert Goodman (Psychological Sciences); Maiah Jaskoski (Politics & International Affairs); 
Janine Schipper (Sociology); Peter Friederici (Sustainable Communities); Colleen Byron (Administration); 
Laura Rodriguez (GSG President); Brittany Blanchard (Cline Library); Ishmael Munene (Faculty Senate 
Representative); Slava Fofanov (Informatics & Computer Science); Erik Schiefer (Geography, Planning & 
Recreation) 

 

Members Absent: Sandra Raymond (English – Education); Anne Scott (English – Literature); Sibylle 
Gruber (English – RWDMS); John Gibbs (Physics);  Heidi Wayment (Interdisciplinary Health); Emily 
Babcock (Physician Assistant Studies); Natalie Cawood (Social Work); Gina Vance (Online & Community 
Campuses); Ann Vert (Nursing) 

The meeting came to order at 3:07pm 

 

1. Welcome and Reports 
a. Gretchen McAllister welcomed everyone to the meeting 
b. Dean Watwood gave a brief explanation of NAU’s Western Regional Graduate Program 

(WRGP).  This program offers in-state tuition for certain out-of-state students applying to 
specific WRGP programs (15 currently offered at NAU). Students classified as WRGP are still 
considered non-residents and are not eligible for in-state tuition waivers.  To be included in 
WRGP, programs must meet criteria of distinctiveness and quality.  A discussion ensued on 
whether WRGP could be used as a recruitment tool for increasing enrollment. 

c. Graduate Student Government: GSG President, Laura Rodriguez announced the upcoming 
professional development series session on copyright protection and infringement.  The 
session will be on November 1st, 3:30-5:00pm.  Please encourage your faculty and students 
to attend – especially those with a fall term graduation.  We will have a lawyer who 
specializes in copyright presenting.  The announcement and details can be found on the GSG 
webpage.  GSG is collaborating with ASNAU to host a workshop for undergrad students 



interest in applying to graduate school.  Travel Award fall disbursement money is allocated.  
Waiting now for Spring cycle. 

2. Overview of the year 
a. Topics for meetings: Gretchen invited the group to consider topics for the remaining 

meetings.  What subjects would the UGC like to discuss, delve into, take on as we redefine 
our mission and purpose. 

b. Roles on Committees: Gretchen thanked everyone for participating in their commitments to 
defenses, Executive committees, etc. 

3. Program Review orientation by Melinda Treml:  Melinda announced that now is the time to look 
at program purpose statements and address learning outcomes and assessment.  We need UGC 
to join assessment review teams. She will send out a timeline to the UGC highlighting the phases 
in the 2-year process.  Academic Chairs have the Action Plan – what is due and when.  She will 
also send out the archive link. 

4. New Program and 3+2 accelerated programs:  Lynn Jones presented a sample plan for other 
programs to consider.  She explained how her department targets top students in the junior 
year.  These students need a 3.5 GPA for their major core classes and a 3.25 in all others.  Lynn’s 
department sends out emails to those eligible for the accelerated program.  The department 
faculty then works out a plan with students.  A discussion followed of ideas, pros and cons to 
both students and departments.  Dawn Clifford questioned the financial aspect of an 
accelerated program – is it more expensive than a 2-year masters degree as financial aid is not 
disbursed for winter and summer terms.   Kirsten Waring attested to its growing popularity with 
students in Forestry. 

 

Meeting adjourned 4:30pm 


